Welcome to the Global Day of Jewish Learning!

In this session we will explore connections between Jewish visual art and perceptions of beauty. Humans in all cultures use art to capture experiences of beauty, though different cultures’ aesthetics and customs may vary. Judaism is no exception. There is a rich variety of Jewish art available to us, which helps us connect to our history, culture and religion. Today we will look specifically at Jewish religious art, using Jewish texts to discover more about how the making of art connects with beauty.

Ask:

1. What varieties of Jewish art have you encountered?
2. What Jewish art do you have in your home? How does it enhance your home? Do you consider it beautiful?
3. Have you ever been inside a beautiful synagogue? What made it beautiful?
4. Do you feel that all art is beautiful?

Part One: Beautiful Spaces (20 minutes)

There is a tradition of sacred artistic creation that goes back to the description of the Mishkan (Tabernacle) in the Book of Exodus. The Mishkan was God’s dwelling place among the Israelites in the desert and the “place of meeting”. This detailed chapter of Exodus further spells out every single measurement required to build the Mishkan. This text is significant because it is a blueprint for production of ritual objects and of a sacred space.


וְאֶת־הַמִּשְׁכָּ֥ן תַּעֲשֶׂ֖ה עֶ֣שֶׂר יְרִיעֹ֑ת שֵׁ֣שׁ מָשְׁזָ֗ר וּתְכֵ֤לֶת וְאַרְגָּמָן֙ וְתֹלַ֣עַת שָׁנִ֔י כְּרֻבִ֛ים מַעֲשֵׂ֥ה חֹשֵׁ֖ב תַּעֲשֶׂ֥ה אֹתָֽם׃

And you shall make the Tabernacle, within which you shall place the aforementioned vessels, of ten curtains made of spun white linen (see Yevamot 4b; Ibn Ezra on Exodus 25:4), and with it shall be twined woolen threads dyed sky blue wool, and reddish-purple wool, and scarlet wool. With artfully worked likenesses of cherubs shall you make them, the curtains. Craftsmanship was required to ensure that the form of cherubim appeared on every curtain. According to some opinions, there was a different picture on each side of the fabric of the curtains (see Jerusalem Talmud, Shkolim 8:2; Yoma 72b; Rashi and Ibn Ezra ad loc).

Ask:

1. Why should the Mishkan look beautiful?
2. How might art be seen as an act of devotion in Judaism?
Let's look at some examples of how Jews throughout history and in different countries have made religious art in order to carry on this tradition of beautiful spaces that began with the Mishkan itself.

▷ Ask participants to look at the following images together in chavruta.

Chavruta is partnered learning. Learning with a friend or two allows you to share ideas and insights with one another as you read and discuss texts together. With your chavruta partner, look carefully at the pictures and guiding questions that follow.

Facilitator’s Note: Feel free to enhance this set of images with your own examples.

Left: Hamat Tiberias (4th century CE)

Above, and detail: Recreation of the Gwoździec synagogue in Warsaw, Poland (17th century).
Image source: bit.ly/gdjl-polin1
Image source: bit.ly/gdjl-polin2
Appreciating Beauty and Art

Samples of the inscriptions in the images from the Gwoździec Synagogue:

- “Reish Lakish says one who has a synagogue in his city and does not go there to pray will be esteemed as a bad neighbor.” (Babylonian Talmud *Berakhot* 8a)
- “Whenever God comes to a synagogue and God does not find ten men, God immediately becomes angry.” (Babylonian Talmud *Berakhot* 6b)
- “Who is among you that is in awe of the LORD, that obeys the voice of His servant?” (Isaiah 50:10)
- “One who says, ‘Amen,’ in this world will merit to respond, ‘Amen’ in the world to come.” (*Deuteronomy Rabbah* 7:1)

Discuss these questions in *chavruta*:

1. What do you see? Are you surprised by what is depicted in any of these images?
2. What are some of the similarities and differences between the art of these two synagogues?
3. Do you think they are beautiful? Why or why not?
4. What is the most beautiful place where you have prayed? What made it beautiful?
5. How might artwork or beautiful surroundings enhance your relationship with Judaism?

Bring the group back together and ask a few *chavruta* pairs to share their answers.

The mosaic floor of the synagogue in Tiberias, Israel, dates from the 4th century CE. One of the earliest excavated examples of ancient Jewish art, it survives intact to this day. The mosaic depicts a central zodiac resplendent with the four seasons, a depiction of the Ark of the Covenant with menorahs, and text in ancient Greek. The detail of the figures and text speaks to the skill of those ancient craftspeople.

The synagogue at Gwoździec was built in the 1640s in Poland (now Ukraine). It survived damage during WWI but was burned down in WWII. The recently-completed recreation is part of the permanent exhibition at the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews in Warsaw. The ceiling and *bimah* (the central raised platform where the Torah scroll is read) are richly decorated, with carved and painted animals amid detailed scroll-work. The texts painted in the borders and corners include quotes from Midrash and Talmud.

Imagine you are inside the Gwoździec synagogue. When you look up and read the inscriptions from the Bible and Talmud, imagine how you would feel about the texts while in those beautiful surroundings. Seeing the texts there, you might even read them as a narrative. You might think, “I am a good neighbor!” or “I am in a minyan. The heavens are happy!” You might feel that you are in awe and one with the will of God, and that you have a place in the world to come. The text inscriptions are part of the beautiful space, and the beauty of the space imbues the texts there with a more personal sense of meaning.

Echoes of the ancient synagogue are found in the 17th century synagogue in its representations of zodiacs, ritual objects and sacred texts. There is a deep connection between the presence of religious text in beautiful spaces and the sacredness of that space.

The roots of Judaism’s relationship with artistic works is complicated by the Second Commandment, which prohibits idolatry (making or worshipping idols). Some interpreted this commandment as prohibiting some forms of artistic expression, especially sculpture. This makes the Jewish approach to visual art very different from the other major world cultures, especially the Western aesthetic tradition.
Part Two: Does Beauty Have Boundaries? (15 minutes)

In Text #2 we read the Second Commandment.

» Ask a participant to read Text #2 aloud.


The previous declaration leads to the demand for exclusivity: You shall have no other gods before Me, i.e., together with Me. There is no other God but Me. 

Furthermore, faith alone is not enough. You shall not make for you an idol to worship, nor any item that is an image of that which is in the heavens above, or that which is on the earth below, or that which is in the water beneath the earth, i.e., anywhere on earth. The phrase: “That which is in the water beneath the earth,” might also allude to large creatures or primeval sea monsters, which were considered powerful beings that people would worship.

Since you did not see any sort of image in your encounter with Me, You shall not make with Me or for Me gods of silver or gods of gold, you shall not make for yourselves. Do not attempt to represent Me by means of an image or a bodily form. However, it is permitted to worship God through a ritual that involves physical objects, but only if these fulfill specific conditions...

In Text #3, Maimonides offers a further explanation of the prohibition from the Bible. Maimonides (also known as Rambam) lived in Spain and Egypt in the 12th century; he was a physician and philosopher whose extensive works have been an essential influence within Judaism.

» Ask a participant to read Text #3 aloud.


It is prohibited to make images for decorative purposes, even though they do not represent false deities, as [implied by Exodus 20:20]: “Do not make with Me [gods of silver and gods of gold].” This refers even to images of gold and silver which are intended only for decorative purposes, lest others err and view them as deities.

It is forbidden to make decorative images of the human form alone. Therefore, it is forbidden to make human images with wood, cement, or stone. This [prohibition] applies when the image is protruding — for example, images and sculptures made in a hallway and the like. A person who makes such an image is [liable for] lashes.

In contrast, it is permitted to make human images that are engraved or painted — e.g., portraits, whether on wood or on stone — or that are part of a tapestry.
While the Second Commandment prohibits a “sculptured image”, Maimonides clarifies the prohibition as regarding the “human form.” Maimonides’ concern is that by making such images we — the observers — might be tempted to worship them.

In the Mishnah we encounter this related story about a rabbi, Rabban Gamliel, using a bathhouse decorated with a statue of Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of beauty and love.


Proklos son of Plosfos asked Rabban Gamliel [a question] in Akko, while he was bathing in the bathhouse of Aphrodite. He said to him: “It is written in your Torah (Deuteronomy 13:18): ‘And let none of the condemned cling to your hand;’ why then are you bathing in the bathhouse of Aphrodite?” He said to him: “one does not respond [to halakhic questions] in the bathhouse.” When he left, he said to him: “I did not come into her territory; she came into my territory. They did not say [when they built this bathhouse]: ‘Let us make a beautiful bathhouse for Aphrodite.’ Rather, they said: ‘Let us make Aphrodite for the beauty of the bathhouse.’ Another reason: [even] if they gave you a lot of money, you would not enter before your idolatry naked and defiled and urinating in front of it. Yet she stands on the sewer pipe and the entire nation urinates in front of her. The verse (Deuteronomy 12:3) only applies to ‘their gods;’ that which he treats like a god is prohibited, and that which he does not treat like a god is permitted.”

Ask:

1. What surprises you about this text?
2. How do you find yourself distinguishing between decoration, beautiful art, and things you should avoid?
3. Do you think Rabban Gamliel found the statue beautiful even if it didn’t hold religious significance for him?

In this colorful story, the text is making a very significant distinction between a beautiful bathhouse made for Aphrodite and the bathhouse that uses Aphrodite for the beauty of the bathhouse. The intention of the sculptor and purpose of the sculpture determine whether art is idolatrous or decorative regardless of its beauty. In contrast to many other religions that include sculptures of human forms in art and worship, cultural Judaism has traditionally produced fewer images of people in any medium. Nevertheless, Judaism has largely embraced a strong artistic culture, enhancing and beautifying many aspects of our religion.
Part Three: Appreciating the Beauty of Art (15 minutes)

Jewish philosophers and commentators had a great deal to say about appreciating beauty and art. The following texts address the boundaries of the Second Commandment.

Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak HaCohen Kook (1865-1935) was the first Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi of pre-state Israel, one of the founders of Religious Zionism, and a renowned scholar. In Text #5 we read an excerpt of a letter that he wrote in 1907 to the founders of the Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design in Jerusalem, Israel's national school of art.

Read Text #5 aloud.


The very sight of our talented brothers, masters of aesthetics and art is heartwarming, as they establish their rightful position in the broad, central highway of world culture, carried by a divine spirit to Jerusalem.

They beautify our holy city, a capital that is as a seal upon the national heart, with aesthetics, design, dignity and splendor which will also be a source of blessing and benefit…

The whole area of ornamentation, beautification and painting is permitted to Jews. There is only one limit, one line...long in its quality and not its quantity. This limit conveys much spiritually but does only minimal harm to craftsmanship and art for all the power of its noble purpose. “All visages are allowed, save the face of man.”

Ask:

1. What do you notice about Rav Kook’s enthusiasm for art and beautification? What concerns him?
2. Why is it significant that Rav Kook had to offer this kind of encouragement to an art school at the time of its founding?

In Text #6, Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz offers this comment on beautiful Jewish and other symbols and art in one’s home. One of the leading scholars of this century, Rabbi Steinsaltz is best known for his commentary on the entire Talmud and for his work on Jewish mysticism.

Read Text #6 aloud.


...While the great Rabbis of every generation have cautioned our people against excessive self-adornment, they have encouraged the decoration and beautification of ritual objects. The prayer book, the Kiddush cup, the etrog box, the vessels of Havdalah — all have inspired artists and artisans. No set form is imposed, nor is there any need to adhere to the aesthetics of earlier generations. One can, of course, retain the traditional forms if so inclined. But throughout Jewish history, our people have usually adhered to certain motifs while modifying the technique and application according to the period and locale. In any case, beautiful ritual objects are part of the making of a Jewish home.
The issue of decoration also has a negative aspect: Just as there are objects and symbols that breathe a Jewish spirit — for example, the ancient symbol of the mizrah, a paper or cloth hanging indicating the direction of Jerusalem — there are also objects that negate a Jewish spirit. Symbols or artistic motifs associated with other religions and cultures are probably not permissible in a Jewish home. The owner may not be interested in the meaning of such objects but only in their beauty; nevertheless, when they are prominently displayed they are bound to have an effect, however subtle, on those who see them. There is a place for such things in albums, perhaps, but not on walls or otherwise in permanent view.

Ask:

1. From your experience, what does Rabbi Steinsaltz mean when he writes that, “Beautiful ritual objects are part of the making of a Jewish home”?
2. How might the beautiful objects we see or surround ourselves with affect us or our behaviors?
3. Can we appreciate the beauty of the sacred object without considering its sacred character?

According to both of these texts, there is a spiritual value, beyond the aesthetic, to having beautiful objects. Although there have been historical concerns about the boundaries of idolatry, Jewish tradition also encourages the creation of art, because of its great potential for spiritual value.

Ask:

1. Is beauty in art always linked to the sacred? How?
2. What do we gain from possessing beautiful objects?
3. What are some examples of beautiful objects or art in your life that are not used in rituals?

Beauty arouses in us emotions that cause us to treasure the source of those feelings. This makes us more invested in an object and enhances the other feelings we have towards an object (or a person or a place).
Conclusion (5 minutes)

In our final text, Rabbi Steinsaltz encourages us to consider that there are different ways of seeing an object and experiencing its beauty.

Read Text #7 aloud.

Text #7: Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz. *In the Beginning.*

To penetrate further into the nature of the two kinds of knowing, let us recognize that an emotional grasp is also a way of wholeness, a way of seeing an object in a certain entirety for oneself, while the objective or scientific comprehension is being certain about the details, knowing what it is made of. The difference between the poet who gazes at a flower, admiring its beauty, and the botanist who counts the petals is a difference in what one is looking at as well as in the emotional diversity.

Ask:

1. According to Rabbi Steinsaltz, what are some ways in which we can “gaze” at a thing?
2. Does turning one’s gaze onto a thing make it beautiful? How might this influence those standing in a synagogue or in the *Mishkan*?

Recognizing that things can be beautiful — that beauty does exist — is part of how we attribute value to objects we encounter. The physical beauty of objects made or designed artistically serves to capture the emotional and symbolic significance of experiences in our lives. We create art and consume art as part of a very deep human impulse to express ourselves and share our experiences with others. Whether in the *Mishkan*, in ancient synagogues or in our homes today, Jewish art can connect us with beauty and perhaps even with awe.
Part One: Beautiful Spaces


And you shall make the Tabernacle, within which you shall place the aforementioned vessels, of ten curtains made of spun white linen (see Yevamot 4b; Ibn Ezra on Exodus 25:4), and with it shall be twined woolen threads dyed sky blue wool, and reddish-purple wool, and scarlet wool. With artfully worked likenesses of cherubs shall you make them, the curtains. Craftsmanship was required to ensure that the form of cherubim appeared on every curtain. According to some opinions, there was a different picture on each side of the fabric of the curtains (see Jerusalem Talmud, Shekalim 8:2; Yoma 72b; Rashi and Ibn Ezra ad loc).

Examples of Jewish Art

Right, and detail: Recreation of the Gwoździec synagogue in Warsaw, Poland (17th century).
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Above: Hamat Tiberias (4th century CE)
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Part Two: Does Beauty Have Boundaries?


The previous declaration leads to the demand for exclusivity: You shall have no other gods before Me, i.e., together with Me. There is no other God but Me.

Furthermore, faith alone is not enough. You shall not make for you an idol to worship, nor any item that is an image of that which is in the heavens above, or that which is on the earth below, or that which is in the water beneath the earth, i.e., anywhere on earth. The phrase: “That which is in the water beneath the earth,” might also allude to large creatures or primeval sea monsters, which were considered powerful beings that people would worship…

Since you did not see any sort of image in your encounter with Me, You shall not make with Me or for Me gods of silver or gods of gold, you shall not make for yourselves. Do not attempt to represent Me by means of an image or a bodily form. However, it is permitted to worship God through a ritual that involves physical objects, but only if these fulfill specific conditions...


It is prohibited to make images for decorative purposes, even though they do not represent false deities, as [implied by Exodus 20:20]: “Do not make with Me [gods of silver and gods of gold].” This refers even to images of gold and silver which are intended only for decorative purposes, lest others err and view them as deities.

It is forbidden to make decorative images of the human form alone. Therefore, it is forbidden to make human images with wood, cement, or stone. This [prohibition] applies when the image is protruding — for example, images and sculptures made in a hallway and the like. A person who makes such an image is [liable for] lashes.

In contrast, it is permitted to make human images that are engraved or painted — e.g., portraits, whether on wood or on stone — or that are part of a tapestry.


It is the question Proklos son of Plosfos asked Rabban Gamliel [a question] in Akko, while he was bathing in the bathhouse of Aphrodite. He said to him: “It is written in your Torah (Deuteronomy 13:18): ‘And let none of the condemned cling to your hand;’ why then are you bathing in the bathhouse of Aphrodite?” He said to him: “one does not respond to [halakhic questions] in the bathhouse.” When he left, he said to him: “I did not come into her territory; she came into my territory. They did
not say [when they built this bathhouse]: ‘Let us make a beautiful bathhouse for Aphrodite.’ Rather, they said: ‘Let us make Aphrodite for the beauty of the bathhouse.’ Another reason: [even] if they gave you a lot of money, you would not enter before your idolatry naked and defiled and urinating in front of it. Yet she stands on the sewer pipe and the entire nation urinates in front of her. The verse (Deuteronomy 12:3) only applies to ‘their gods;’ that which he treats like a god is prohibited, and that which he does not treat like a god is permitted.”

Part Three: Appreciating the Beauty of Art


The very sight of our talented brothers, masters of aesthetics and art is heartwarming, as they establish their rightful position in the broad, central highway of world culture, carried by a divine spirit to Jerusalem.

They beautify our holy city, a capital that is as a seal upon the national heart, with aesthetics, design, dignity and splendor which will also be a source of blessing and benefit...

The whole area of ornamentation, beautification and painting is permitted to Jews. There is only one limit, one line... long in its quality and not its quantity. This limit conveys much spiritually but does only minimal harm to craftsmanship and art for all the power of its noble purpose. “All visages are allowed, save the face of man.”


...While the great Rabbis of every generation have cautioned our people against excessive self-adornment, they have encouraged the decoration and beautification of ritual objects. The prayer book, the Kiddush cup, the etrog box, the vessels of Havdalah — all have inspired artists and artisans. No set form is imposed, nor is there any need to adhere to the aesthetics of earlier generations. One can, of course, retain the traditional forms if so inclined. But throughout Jewish history, our people have usually adhered to certain motifs while modifying the technique and application according to the period and locale. In any case, beautiful ritual objects are part of the making of a Jewish home.

The issue of decoration also has a negative aspect: Just as there are objects and symbols that breathe a Jewish spirit — for example, the ancient symbol of the mizrah, a paper or cloth hanging indicating the direction of Jerusalem — there are also objects that negate a Jewish spirit. Symbols or artistic motifs associated with other religions and cultures are probably not permissible in a Jewish home. The owner may not be interested in the meaning of such objects but only in their beauty; nevertheless, when they are prominently displayed they are bound to have an effect, however subtle, on those who see them. There is a place for such things in albums, perhaps, but not on walls or otherwise in permanent view.

Conclusion

Text #7: Rabbi Adin Even-Israel Steinsaltz. In the Beginning.

To penetrate further into the nature of the two kinds of knowing, let us recognize that an emotional grasp is also a way of wholeness, a way of seeing an object in a certain entirety for oneself, while the objective or scientific comprehension is being certain about the details, knowing what it is made of. The difference between the poet who gazes at a flower, admiring its beauty, and the botanist who counts the petals is a difference in what one is looking at as well as in the emotional diversity.